ACCOMMODATION FOR THE 20th P.A.G.E. Meeting 2011 – OVERVIEW

(Bookings through www.afea.gr/page2011 FROM 17/1 UNTIL 1/5/2011)

The below rates include buffet breakfast and all legal taxes.

1. KING GEORGE PALACE (5*)
www.classicalhotels.com/kinggeorgepalace

Distance from venue: 1.5 km
Rate for Single or Double room: €220/night
Address: 3, Vas. Georgiou A’ street, Syntagma (Constitution Sq.), Athens

A legend since 1936, The King George Palace has been home to kings, princes, presidents and Athenians alike. The only hotel in Athens among the 75 Top Europe Hotels of the Conde Nast Traveler U.S.A. Reader’s Choice Awards also honoured on the 2005 Hot List and the 2007 Gold List. Ideally located on Constitution Square, this hotel is one of the most famous landmarks in Athens, in the heart of the business and shopping district. Within walking distance from the Acropolis, the Old City (Plaka) and most of Athens sights and attractions.

All 78 ultra-luxurious guestrooms are individually decorated with a rich residential feeling, complemented by the latest technology interfacing with antique furniture and murano chandeliers. Meticulous attention has been devoted to every detail in order to guarantee rest and serenity.

2. HILTON ATHENS (5*)
www.hiltonathens.gr

Distance from venue: 100 m
Rate for Single room: €200 / night
Rate for Double room: €219/night
Address: 46 Vassilissis Sofias Avenue 11528, Athens

Experience the perfect blend of antiquity and modernity at the Hilton Athens hotel. Situated in a prime location overlooking the ancient Acropolis and the unmistakable Athens cityscape, the Hilton Athens hotel features spacious, modern accommodation, three fabulous swimming pools and the tranquil Hiltonia Spa.

Unwind in your stylish, air-conditioned room, which features sleek, contemporary décor with cool neutral tones and ergonomic furniture, as well as a wealth of modern amenities such as high-speed internet access and an LCD TV with premium channels.
3. DIVANI CARAVEL (5*)
www.divanis.com/caravel

The renovated Divani Caravel Hotel is ideally situated in the heart of the city. Divani Caravel is 15 - 20 minutes from the International Airport “Eleftherios Venizelos” via the new highway Attiki Odos. It is a central located hotel in a friendly neighbourhood, close to Syntagma Square, Parthenon, Flea Market, Plaka, Constitution Square and the well known and sophisticated shopping area, Kolonaki, with its exclusive shopping, trendy cafes and restaurants and important museums such as the Museum of Cycladic Arts and the National Gallery. The hotel offers 427 luxurious rooms, 42 Suites, 2 Presidential Suites. All rooms are lavishly appointed with soundproof windows, fireproof doors, mini bar, cable and satellite TV, music, direct dial telephone with voice mail, fast internet, ISDN lines and data port, air conditioning, hair dryers, safes.

4. NJV ATHENS PLAZA (5*)
www.njvathensplaza.gr

The city's most exclusive address for discriminating travellers, the N.J.V Athens Plaza captures the exciting spirit and legendary ambience of the oldest capital in Europe. Ideally located in Constitution Square, next to the Greek Parliament, the hotel is within walking distance of the city's business and shopping districts. The lobby is jewelled with hand-made stone designs and surrounded by elegantly decorated lounges. The hotel boasts the most luxurious suites in the country, with breathtaking view of the Acropolis, individually designed to the finest detail with silks, taffetas and decorations from Ralph Lauren, Fornacetti and Versace. Guestrooms are fully air-conditioned and soundproof, equipped with mini-bar, direct dial telephone with voice mail, high speed internet, satellite TV, pay channels, video on demand, video games, marble bathrooms with telephone extension, hair dryer, luxury bath amenities, bathrobes and slippers in all rooms.
5. CROWNE PLAZA (5*)
www.cpathens.com

Distance from venue: 250 m  
Rate for Single room: €175/night  
Rate for Double room: €190/night  
Address: 50 Mihalakopoulou Avenue 11528, Athens

The luxury 5-star Hotel Crowne Plaza Athens is situated in the very heart of the city just minutes from the Acropolis and the traditional Plaka historic centre. The Crowne Plaza Hotel in Athens is the newest hotel in the city of Athens, built according to the strict safety specifications of the Crowne Plaza hotel chain and specially designed to provide travellers with excellent accommodation and high-quality hotel facilities and services during their stay in Athens. The Crowne Plaza Hotels, which belong to the internationally renowned InterContinental Hotels Group, have one of the highest reputations in the world. Now, both leisure and business travellers to Athens can enjoy the style and comfort that they are ensured by the luxury chain of Crowne Plaza Hotels in the city of Athens Greece. Guests on holiday or on a business trip will appreciate the excellent facilities and services on offer as well as the easy access from public transportation and the airport. The interior decoration of the rooms is modern, with state-of-the-art technology and support, making them ideal for a pleasant stay in a relaxing environment.

6. HOLIDAY SUITES (4*)
www.holiday-suites.com

Distance from venue: 250 m  
Rate for Single room: €153/night  
Rate for Double room: €163/night  
Address: 4, Arnis St, 11528 Athens

Holiday Suites Hotel is one of the most elegant Boutique hotels in Athens with a distinct decoration, luxurious facilities and services and a wide range of amenities. The hotel’s outstanding location, at a serene pedestrian street at close proximity to the "Athens Megaro Moussikis Convention Centre" and the subway, turns it into a delightful oasis for relaxation and tranquillity right in the centre of Athens Greece. The Holiday Suites has everything a guest will need for a comfortable and relaxing sightseeing or business vacation. The complex features a mini-market, fitness center, sauna, outdoor swimming pool with pool bar, jewelry shop, and restaurant. At the Holiday Suites Boutique Hotel guests will be indulged in a delightful atmosphere of 50 sq. m. suite with a truly comfortable bedroom, a spacious living and working area, and a well-equipped kitchenette with the necessary commodities.
7. GOLDEN AGE (4*)
www.goldenage.gr

Distance from venue: 300 m
Rate for Single room: €120/night
Rate for Double room: €143/night
Address: 57 Michalakopoulou, 115 28 Athens

The Golden Age Hotel in Athens, Greece, is a new hotel that oozes luxury. Situated near the Music Hall and the US embassy, there are lots of coffee shops and restaurants in the area. The Parthenon and the Athens central shopping centre as well as the main square of Athens (Constitution Square) are only a 30-minute walk away.

Enjoying excellent public transport links from nearby metro stops, the premier 4-star Golden Age Hotel blends traditional hospitality with contemporary elements of luxury and sophistication making it an ideal Athens destination for tourists and business travellers alike. This magnificent hotel boasts an assortment of on-site restaurants, intimate bars and stylish public lounges where guests can savour a fine meal and relax with an evening cocktail.

8. STRATOS VASSILIKOS (4*)
www.airotel.gr

Distance from venue: 300 m
Rate for Single room: €115/night
Rate for Double room: €115/night
Address: 114 Michalakopoulou Str, 11527 Athens

An ideal accommodation choice for leisure or business travel, the newly renovated Stratos Vassilikos Hotel boasts a quiet position in the bustling city centre of Athens, within easy reach of major tourist attractions and business centres, and only a 5-minute walk from the underground. The hotel combines contemporary design and modern amenities with friendly, attentive service from a highly professional team. On-site amenities include a restaurant and bar, as well as a number of recreational facilities including a Jacuzzi, sauna and fully equipped gym. The private spaces are exactly what everybody needs. After the colorful feast comes the peacefulness. All rooms has double glass windows, fresh flowers every day, newspapers and whatever more anyone may need for quiet and untrammeled work.
9. **TITANIA HOTEL (4*)**
   www.titania.gr

**Distance from venue:** 2.3 km  
**Rate for Single room:** €105/night  
**Rate for Double room:** €115/night  
**Address:** 52 Panepistimiou Str., 10678 Athens

Perfectly situated in the very heart of Athens, between Syntagma and Omonia - the city’s major squares - the Titania hotel offers unparalleled service, legendary hospitality and a convenient location within easy reach of the Athens’ history, culture, shopping district, public transportation and vibrant nightlife. The hotel features comfortable and attractive rooms, which are tastefully appointed to satisfy even the most discerning guest, as well as all of the most up-to-date amenities and conveniences you depend on when travelling for business or leisure.

10. **BEST WESTERN ILISIA (4*)**
    www.ilisiahotel.gr

**Distance from venue:** 100 m  
**Rate for Single room:** €100/night  
**Rate for Double room:** €115/night  
**Address:** 25 Michalakopoulou Str., 11528 Athens

The Best Western Ilisia Hotel is centrally located in one of Athens finest residential, shopping and business districts. Next door to the Athens Hilton and a short walk from the House of Parliament, the Acropolis, most Embassies and Museums, the Best Western Ilisia is surrounded by the city’s finest restaurants, cafes and nightspots.

Each of the Ilisia’s 91 air-conditioned, elegantly furnished rooms offers a relaxing retreat from the rigorous pace of Athenian life. All rooms are equipped with TV satellite (international channels), internet access and most other conceivable amenities. Room service, secretarial, mail and fax services and our experienced staff are at your disposal.
11. PRESIDENT HOTEL (4*)
www.president.gr

Distance from venue: 2 km
Rate for Single room: €85/night
Rate for Double room: €90/night
Address: 43 Kifissias Avenue, 11523 Athens

In an excellent location in the heart of business and commercial district, President Hotel is situated so close to all historical sites of Athens but simultaneously so far away from the noise and the turbulent city centre. Next to the main thoroughfare that leads to the commercial, business and tourist areas of the Greek capital as well as only a breath away from the two metro stations, a quick, comfortable and safe access to all city sightseeing, to business meetings, to medical visits, to family gatherings, to sports exhibitions, to theatres and cinemas is ensured. Being outside the restricted traffic zone and providing parking facilities, it becomes a favourite meeting place. The recently renovated 513 rooms are well equipped to fulfill your demands: soundproof windows, independently controlled air-conditioning, mini fridge, smoke detectors, direct phone line, wireless internet connection, satellite and Pay TV, electronic room locks, safety deposit boxes, hair dryer as well as 17 specially equipped rooms for wheelchair access.